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SUMMARY 

 

This submission  

 

 

1.  Addresses the following deficiencies and incongruities which currently characterise public 

revenue raising in Australia: 

    

          the inordinate dependence upon a revenue source which inherently penalises work, 

skill, enterprise, self-reliance and saving 

          the manifestly unequal scope for tax minimisation (and avoidance)       

          the increasing vulnerability of the revenue base to erosion by means beyond the 

control of national economies 

          the ever-increasing complexity of tax legislation  

          the exceedingly high compliance costs, particularly for small enterprises  

          the disincentive impacts of payroll tax on employment and indirect taxes on business 

inputs  

          the discriminatory impact of state land taxes 

          the exacerbation of urban sprawl by local government rates based on improved capital 

values  

          the failure to capture massive and inflationary windfall profits conferred on 

landowners and developers by public planning decisions 

          the vulnerability of the environment to "development" motivated by the prospect of 

speculative land value profits 

          the inadequacy of funds available to fairly compensate property owners disadvantaged 

by public planning decisions 

          the inordinate diversion of national savings into speculative property investment 

           the cumulative impact of unearned land value profits upon socio-economic 

inequality.  

          

2.  Reviews the rationale of public revenue raising, and highlights the contradictions evident 

in a society seeking solutions to structural unemployment and      socio-economic inequality 

through ever-increasing encroachment upon the finite natural environment. 

 

3.  Argues that a gradual shift away from taxes on productive labour and capital towards 

charges upon the consumption of land and other finite natural resources (rather than upon the 

consumption of socially desirable goods and services) would mitigate the foregoing 

deficiencies and incongruities and establish Australian public revenue raising on an 

environmentally responsible base that was demonstrably transparent, simple and  

cost-effective, equitable, efficient and incapable of avoidance.        
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DEFICIENCIES AND INCONGRUITIES 

 

The deficiencies itemised hereunder relate to revenue raising measures administered     variously 

by Australia's federal, state and local governments. Responsibility for these     measures has varied 

over time, as has their incidence relative to total public revenue.    

   

    (1)  The bulk of Australian public revenue is derived from the taxation of personal and 

corporate income, literally by taxing hard work, skill, enterprise, inventive genius, self-reliance 

and saving - all things which, in any other context, society seeks to promote and reward. In the 

case of welfare recipients, self-reliance (and their honest compliance) is expressly discouraged by 

arbitrary limits upon the earning of income. 

     

    (2)  Taxes based on the voluntary disclosure of the taxpayer's income are subject to innocent 

error compounded inevitably by a tendency to understate income and overstate deductions. Honest 

people therefore pay more tax than the less honest (and pay more because of the less honest). 

Scope for tax minimisation available to the self-employed and those engaged in entrepreneurial 

activities is denied to PAYE wage and salary earners who contribute a major proportion of tax 

revenue; and a cash economy, largely immune from taxation, flourishes outside the tax system.  

Perceptions of the widespread scope for avoidance and evasion available to others and resentment 

of the resultant inequity operate as an ever-present inducement to cheat.    

   

    (3)  The globalisation of finance, the immediacy of electronic movements of capital and the 

emergence of transnational regional economies, coupled with the scope for transfer pricing by 

vertically integrated transnational enterprises and increasing sophistication on the part of corporate 

lawyers and financiers, is increasingly eroding  the conventional revenue sources available to 

nation states.      

 

    (4)  Efforts to close loopholes and minimise avoidance and evasion, coupled with attempts to 

devise supplementary tax revenue devices, have resulted in extraordinarily complex tax legislation 

administered by a very substantial bureaucracy. The principal statutory source of public revenue, 

the present Commonwealth Income Tax Assessment Act, ran to 126 pages when it was first 

introduced in 1936. It has had to be amended every year since and, together with its associated 

legislation relating to sales tax, fringe benefits tax assessment and child support assessment, now 

runs to more than 6,700 pages administered by a Taxation Office staff of about 18,000.  
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(5)  Because of its complexity, compliance with the Act involves very detailed and 

time-consuming record keeping by all income earners and, even for modest income earners, 

increasing recourse to accountants and tax agents. Because the same kinds of records and 

associated calculations are required irrespective of corporate size, the costs of compliance relative 

to overall operations and staff numbers tend to be proportionately greater and more burdensome 

for smaller businesses (and particularly so in the case of fringe benefits tax). 

 

(6)  While all taxes tend to inhibit employment, payroll tax (introduced to divert non-essential 

civilian employment to defence-related employment during World War 2, but retained ever since 

as a revenue measure and subsequently transferred from the Commonwealth and administered at 

variable rates by the states) is a very direct tax on employment diametrically in conflict with 

employment policy objectives; and wholesale taxes are a cumulative impost on business inputs. 

  

(7)  State "land taxes" have long since ceased to represent a land value charge for the occupation 

and use of the community's land resources and have become merely a discriminatory and 

arbitrarily assessed wealth tax levied on major landowners at varying rates and subject to varying 

exemptions and commencement thresholds.  

 

(8)  There are anomalies in the administration of property rates which are the main source of 

revenue raised by local governments. In the states where they are levied on improved capital 

values (ICV), rates operate as a disincentive to development and are conducive to urban blight. 

Under ICV rating, ie. on the value of land plus improvements, landowners pay less while their 

land remains unimproved and speculative withholding of land from productive use exacerbates 

urban sprawl and increases the cost of providing urban works and services. (ICV rating is also 

regressive, since the land component of properties owned by the wealthy, e.g. in premium 

locations, is likely to be greater than the land component of middle and lower income housing. 

Relatively, therefore, middle and lower income earners pay higher rates in respect of their 

dwelling places.) 

 

(9)  When state or local governments grant permission, by rezoning or otherwise, to use land for 

more intensive development, the approval confers on landowners - literally overnight - a 

substantial increase in land value which is only partly offset by the development contributions 

required from land developers (or, in the ACT, by a betterment levy). Failure to capture the whole 

of such increases in land value represents a massive loss of public revenue. The extent of potential 

public revenue from this source being forgone in Australia was estimated by the National Capital 

Development Commission in 1992 to be in the order of $3-400 million annually. 

  

(10) Windfall increases in land value attributable solely to the obtaining of planning permission 

are inflationary (since they do not represent any commensurate increase in actual goods or 

services) and the inflated value is passed on to all end consumers of the land. Whereas developers 

are entitled to profit from the competitive quality of their actual developments on land, windfall 

increases in land value are effectively an unquantified and totally unwarranted subsidisation of the 

development industry. Notwithstanding any limits or boundaries which planning schemes purport 

to impose, the prospect of land value profit contributes to urban sprawl, and renders all land 

vulnerable to development pressures regardless of its  
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environmental significance and  regardless of genuine market demand, effectively making a 

mockery of the town planning system. The integrity of the system is undermined, and open public 

participation in land use decision-making is prevented because of the risk of land speculation 

prompted by inside knowledge of the proposed direction of future urban expansion. 

     

    (11)  A further consequence of the failure of governments to recoup as revenue the     

betterment in private land values created by public planning decisions is the reluctance and/or 

alleged incapacity on the part of governments to compensate fairly property owners whose 

properties are devalued by public planning decisions (for example, by the proximity of freeways 

and airports). 

     

    (12)  Historically, a consequence of the disproportionate reliance upon the taxation of     

personal exertion and productive capital and the low incidence of charges levied on the     

consumption of the community's land resources has been an inordinate diversion of national 

savings into land and property at the expense of investment in the manufacture of productive 

goods and services and national development. As an EPAC paper reported in 1993, "income tax 

encourages individual Australians to direct their savings towards property rather than new 

business investment". At the peak of  the property boom in 1989 the total value of real estate sales 

in Australia had risen to $87.709 billion, of which the estimated land value component was some 

$61.4 billion  (equivalent to about 22 percent of national income, and nearly equivalent to total 

sharemarket sales of $68.2 billion at their peak in 1987-1988). 

     

  (13)  The low incidence of charges presently levied on land is a major cause of socio-economic 

inequality. Unearned wealth accruing from land ownership is cumulative. While the average 

homeowner may benefit when the value of the land component of his/her property increases 

incrementally with community development and population growth, the profits reaped by land 

speculators increase not only incrementally but exponentially when changes in permitted land use 

are approved by public planning agencies to meet the demand for land created, not by landowners, 

but by those needing land for housing and productive enterprises.* 

 

 

2.   It is submitted that the multiple deficiencies and incongruities inherent in current   

revenue raising practice in Australia are demonstrable, substantial and indefensible. 

 

 

3.   A value-added or goods and services consumption tax has been advocated in some quarters as 

a means of altering the balance of direct and indirect taxation by reducing the incidence of 

personal and corporate income tax and, by implication, some of the negative impacts of income 

tax on investment and production. However, while a GST would mitigate the disincentive impact 

of income tax on initial savings and productive  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

* One of the most concise enunciations of the fact that landowners do not create land values is that 

attributed to Winston Churchill in 1909 when he was President of the UK Board of Trade:  "Every 

form of enterprise, every step in material progress, is only undertaken after the land monopolist 

has skimmed the cream [of increased land prices] off for himself ... and is able to levy his toll 

upon all other forms of wealth and upon every form of industry."  
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investment (and could be substituted for the present wholesale taxes on business inputs), it would 

transfer the disincentive by penalising instead the consumption of goods and services which 

business produces. Moreover, while a GST on luxury goods purchased by the wealthy would 

compensate for some of the revenue lost through tax minimisation devices employed by high 

income earners, all indirect taxes tend to be a hidden regressive impost on lower income earners, 

and a GST would be both inflationary and unconscionably regressive unless basic foodstuffs and 

other necessaries of life were exempted (by way of inevitably complicated and arguably arbitrary 

exemptions).  Any bargaining of a GST in exchange for other tax relief would seem a dubious 

basis for genuine taxation reform. 

      

PHILOSOPHY AND RATIONALE 

 

4.   While present revenue raising practice in Australia is characterised by shortcomings and 

incongruities which ought to be remedied, reform should not proceed in isolation from some 

attempt to spell out and clarify an acceptable philosophy and rationale of public revenue raising. 

     

5.   That any civilised community needs some communal revenue to provide those goods and 

services considered necessary for communal wellbeing which cannot adequately be provided by 

individuals acting independently is a simple enough proposition.      

 

6.  Acceptance of this simple proposition will obviously be subject to legitimate debate about 

acceptable standards of communal wellbeing at any given time. However, it is also presently 

clouded, not only by the self-interest and cupidity which are ever present characteristics of the 

human species, but by a prevailing perception that revenue raising in practice is characterised by a 

continually changing grab-bag of politically manipulated measures the avoidance of which is a 

standing challenge to taxpayers' ingenuity. 

     

7.  The situation is further compounded by contradictions in Australia which need to be  

honestly confronted. 

     

8.  There are, for example, divisive and patently irreconcilable factors which bear upon  

the amount of public revenue which needs to be raised. On the one hand there are pressures to 

improve the range and quality of public services and remedy perceived shortcomings in their 

provision, the evidence of which across the spectrum of national and community life is readily 

apparent and daily reported.      

 

9.  On the other hand there are pressures, popularised by the media and short-term political 

aspirations, operating to minimise revenue raising in accordance with an acculturated aversion in 

principle to "taxes" and an arbitrarily assumed upper limit to revenue raising (conducive to 

endless debate about budgetary deficits - like a family lamenting its incapacity to make ends meet, 

but whose members perversely refuse to put any more money in the kitty). 

     

10. An acculturated aversion to revenue raising is reflected in fashionable pressures to  

privatise community works and services in the expectation of reducing the need for public revenue 

- notwithstanding that the privatisation of natural monopolies is difficult to reconcile with 

fostering cohesive communities and providing them with tangible physical symbols of 
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community identity and shared ownership (and notwithstanding that there is no evidence that a 

well-managed public sector is necessarily less efficient than the private sector). While 

privatisation in the interests of competition is arguably desirable, in the case of natural monopolies 

privatisation tends to be an abdication of community responsibility, a contracting out, at odds with 

the interdependence upon which hopes of an environmentally sustainable global society must 

ultimately depend.      

 

11.  Equally fundamental are the public revenue implications of a style of living which is  

dependent upon capital-intensive technology and increasingly skilled labour.  An economic 

system which measures efficiency by the labour it can displace is impossible to reconcile with 

continuing population growth and the maintenance of full employment. The expectation that more 

development of the same kind will somehow solve the problem is demonstrably a delusion, and its 

implications for the finite planetary environment need to be recognised. Short of a fundamental 

change in lifestyle, public revenue will be needed to forestall the emergence of a permanently 

unemployed or under-employed - and increasingly alienated - underclass * by  subsidising the 

sharing of skilled jobs and expanding labour-intensive community improvement works and 

services. 

     

12. There are other contradictions. Popular advocacy of affordable access to land for low- 

income homeseekers, for example, sits strangely with property owners' expectations of profiting 

from increasing land prices; and a variation of the same phenomenon is the approbation by 

property owners of increasing land values coupled with resentment of consequential increases in 

their local government rate bills.              

 

13.  Pursuing further these philosophical considerations is beyond the scope of this submission. 

Suffice it to submit that taxation reform ought to be predicated on a clearly enunciated concept of 

community responsibility and on revenue raising measures which are commonly perceived to be 

equitable, morally and logically sustainable, and conducive to compliance, and which in 

themselves reinforce and contribute to social cohesion. 

 

 

 

A GRADUAL SHIFT OF EMPHASIS 

 

 

A comprehensive remedy 

 

14.  A revenue source which would avoid all the previously listed deficiencies (and which 

technically does not warrant appellation as a "tax") is a charge upon the occupation or use of the 

community's finite natural resources, more particularly a charge upon the occupation or use of 

land, the basic resource upon which, or from which, all human activities are conducted. 

  

15.  Compared seriatim with the deficiencies listed in this submission, a shift of emphasis in 

favour of a charge upon land, that is to say on the value of raw unimproved land       

___________________________________________________________________________ 

*    A prospect with potentially apocalyptic consequences globally if inequality becomes 

intolerable in the third world "tiger economies". 
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(as defined for the purposes of rating in Queensland, NSW and the ACT and in some of the local 

government areas in the other states) - 

 

(1) would avoid penalising work, skill, enterprise, inventive genius, self-reliance and saving, and 

the contradictions presently inherent in welfare administration; 

     

(2) would be impervious to individual manipulation or miscalculation, and be impossible to evade 

or avoid; 

     

(3) would ensure the receipt of revenue from every individual or corporate entity occupying land 

in Australia whether as owner, lessee, tenant or licensee, irrespective of their external financial 

transactions (and irrespective of nationality or domicile); 

     

(4) would utilise already existing land planning and valuation agencies and mechanisms and 

require relatively simple enabling legislation;      

 

(5) would reduce payee compliance costs literally to zero (the benefit of which would be relatively 

greater for small businesses);      

 

(6) would not penalise employment, unlike virtually all forms of taxation,  particularly payroll tax; 

and would not impact upon business inputs like existing wholesale taxes, or upon business outputs 

like a goods and services tax; 

     

(7) would not operate, like state land tax, as a discriminatory wealth tax levied arbitrarily on 

certain categories of property owners;      

 

(8) would encourage the improvement of land and discourage the withholding of land from 

productive use and the consequent exacerbation of urban sprawl; 

     

(9) would automatically reclaim as public revenue all increases in land value attributable to public 

planning decisions and eliminate the inflationary impact of such increases on the cost of land to 

end consumers;      

 

(10) would safeguard the integrity of public land use planning systems, and protect the 

environment from development primarily motivated by the lure of windfall increases in land 

value; 

     

(11) would automatically ensure the compensation of property owners whose properties are 

devalued by public decisions; 

     

(12) would discourage the diversion of national savings into unproductive property speculation; 

and 

     

(13) would prevent unearned wealth derived from land ownership accentuating socio- economic 

inequality. 
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16.  Compared with a conventional GST a charge on land value is deflationary, imposes no  

compliance costs, recoups revenue from the wealthy according to the value of the land they 

occupy, and does not penalise the production of socially desirable goods and services. Instead, it is 

effectively a consumption tax on land, arguably the most natural and intrinsically justifiable 

subject of a consumption charge.      

 

17.  If levied, as a major source of public revenue, in the form of an annual rental payment 

equivalent to the annually assessed market rental value of land, it would avoid completely the 

listed deficiencies. If in the first instance it were levied at a rate less than the assessed market 

rental value, it would mitigate them proportionately.      

 

18.  As an indication of the approximate order of magnitude of an annual rental charge as  

a revenue source, the total annual rental value of land in Australia in 1993 has been estimated at 

$48.35 billion (adopting a capitalisation rate of 8.5 percent and working back from the official 

Commonwealth Grants Commission figure of $568.837 billion for the total value of rateable 

Australian lands in that year). For comparison income tax receipts in 1993 were $63.404 billion. 

     

19.  It is not suggested that a charge on land should replace all other revenue sources. In  

principle it is submitted that public agencies should rely as far as possible on user (or     

beneficiary) charges for public works and services which are not equally used, wherever the users 

or beneficiaries can be identified (subject always to an acceptable minimum standard of basic 

works and services being available to all members of the community irrespective of ability to pay). 

Governments moreover should be entitled to levy sumptuary taxes in pursuance of social policy 

objectives (for example, on petrol, alcohol or tobacco); to impose sales taxes and tariffs in 

pursuance of economic policy objectives; and to impose penalties for pollution and environmental 

degradation (and other anti-social behaviour). Constitutional barriers to the exercise of such taxing 

powers (such as that which restricts the states' powers to tax fuel consumption) should be 

removed. 

     

20.  In economic theory a land value charge accords with both the ability-to-pay and 

beneficiary-pays principles of taxation. It also accords with the principle of universal contribution 

(but, unlike a poll tax, is not regressive). Of all revenue measures it least distorts the free market 

allocation of resources. Of itself a land value charge is revenue- neutral, and neutral moreover 

within the spectrum of interventionist and deregulated free market economic ideologies. The 

annual rental value of a parcel of  land as assessed by the valuation process at any given time is a 

fixed amount which is not amenable to political manipulation. This would be ensured if the 

valuing authority, like the Auditor-General, enjoyed statutorily guaranteed independence.          

 

21.  Whatever the sources of public revenue, it seems likely that protecting and enhancing the 

environment and ameliorating environmental degradation will continue to be major policy 

objectives for government in the foreseeable future and require to be funded. In relation to the 

environment a land value charge is not only a transparent revenue source, but a source which in 

itself positively deters speculative encroachment upon the environment. 

 

22.  Eliminating the capricious windfall profit motivation for land development would have  
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the added advantage of sharpening the focus more appropriately on the competitive quality of 

actual development, its market demand and its optimum location, as well as its environmental 

implications. 

     

23.  The potentiality and merits of a charge on assessed land value as a public revenue source were 

endorsed unequivocally by the 1989 report of an exhaustive two-year review of public revenue 

raising conducted on behalf of the Lord Mayor of Brisbane by the Committee of Inquiry into 

Valuation and Rating headed by former Queensland Deputy Premier and Treasurer, Sir Gordon 

Chalk. The Committee concluded that, to supplement user charges for public goods and services, a 

charge upon the unimproved  value of land - preferably expressed in the form of a charge upon its 

annual rental value - was the most equitable and efficient form of public revenue raising 

irrespective of the level of government. In the course of a systematic evaluation of alternative 

revenue options the Committee noted that a land value charge was inherently transparent and 

simple to comprehend, cost effective to operate, and virtually impossible to avoid. 

 

24.  Given the deficiencies inherent in current Australian revenue raising practice (and in 

particular the increasing vulnerability to avoidance and evasion of the revenue raising sources 

hitherto relied upon by nation states), it is submitted that the alternative of raising a substantial 

proportion of public revenue by charging for the consumption of the nation's land resources is, on 

social, economic and environmental grounds, logically and morally unassailable. 

 

 

Aim of this submission 

 

25.  This submission therefore seeks to place the principle of resources rental firmly on the        

national agenda and to seek irreversible bi-partisan acknowledgement that, inevitably,            

Australia must sooner or later move further in a direction which has already been partially 

acknowledged, and in which some tentative but uncoordinated steps have already been taken. 

 

26.  The necessary land planning, titles registration and valuation and appeals mechanisms already 

exist. * In de facto recognition of land as a community resource and the fact that increases in land 

value created by the community should be recouped  by the community, local government rates 

(whose antecedents date back over the centuries) already capture a percentage of land value for 

the community. Increasing recourse to betterment levies and developer contributions (negotiated 

haphazardly and unevenly by councils as an expedient means of securing the provision of some 

community infrastructure) is implicit recognition of the same rationale. So, too, was 

Commonwealth land tax when it was first introduced in 1910. And royalties, for example on 

minerals and petroleum, currently recognise community ownership of resources under the land. 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

*    Although an increase in the status and number of valuers may be warranted; and the            

Commonwealth Treasury would be better equipped to guide economic policy if it monitored land 

transaction statistics which, curiously, it does not do at present.  
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Implications 

 

27.  The essential administrative mechanisms exist. The only fundamental change required is a 

cultural one: an explicit recognition that land itself (like air and water) is a finite community 

resource provided by nature, a resource which is intrinsically different and distinguishable from 

commodities and services and improvements on or to land which are produced by human labour 

(and for which the individual or corporate labourer is properly entitled to be rewarded).            

28.  The logic is irrefutable. But, while recognition of the true status of land is the one vital 

condition precedent, the vital single peg upon which reform depends, it would be naive to ignore 

the difficulty of changing a long-ingrained mindset which has become reflected in the institutions 

and practices of society.            

 

29.  Intuitively the notion of the private appropriation of air or water is utterly repugnant to 

contemplate. Yet, while tribal societies have instinctively rejected the private appropriation of 

natural resources, the private appropriation of land has prevailed in western societies for centuries. 

It has persisted without being seriously questioned even though, historically, the private 

appropriation of land derives from nothing more noble or pre-ordained than the greed and power 

of those who first claimed absolute ownership; the abolition of the feudal fees attaching to grants 

of land from the Crown; the subsequent enclosure of the "common" lands; and the fact that 

landowners have dominated governments until the extension of the franchise in relatively recent 

times. 

 

30.  Paradoxically, recognition that land ultimately belongs to the community still persists. It is 

reflected in the fact that unalienated land is literally "Crown" land. In the early years of European 

settlement freehold grants were subject to the payment of a small "quit-rent" to the Crown. The 

Crown everywhere enjoys the undisputed right to exercise the power of eminent domain and 

resume private land for public purposes.  And in modern times increasingly sophisticated town 

planning controls severely limit the right of landowners "to do what they like with their own land" 

(a right which in any case can never be absolute in any organised society). Indeed, it is important 

to recognise that the extension of land use planning controls during the latter part of the present 

century, coupled with the advent of annual valuations, now provides a much more specific basis 

for establishing and maintaining an authoritative and up-to-date assessment of land values than 

hitherto. 

           

31.  Nevertheless, while the social, economic and environmental consequences of not 

distinguishing between land and man-made commodities are demonstrably far reaching, they are 

not commonly recognised. Assumptions about land "ownership" are powerfully embedded in the 

national psyche. Thus it needs to be stated that recouping increases in land value for the 

community by way of an annually assessed rental - more appropriately described as a community 

charge - emphatically does not imply the nationalisation of land, or the institution of leasehold 

tenure. Or disturbing exclusive possession of land, in perpetuity if so desired, by existing land 

proprietors.            

 

32. Nor, importantly, does it mean inhibiting the free market buying and selling for profit of 

buildings or other improvements erected on land, or in any way inhibiting the legitimate 

expectation of homeowners to profit from increases in the value of the dwellings which 

they have bought or built with their life savings.      
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33.  Nor does it imply limiting the amount of land which anyone may desire to occupy.           

Value, not area, is the determinant of a community charge (and for farmers and pastoralists, for 

example, the assessed annual value would automatically reflect adverse seasonal fluctuations and 

fluctuations in international commodity prices - in which case a variable annual community charge 

would be significantly less burdensome than fixed lease rentals or mortgage repayments).           

 

34.  The social welfare implications of a shift towards land value charges deserve to be noted. 

Arguably it would help to clarify a presently confused situation and more clearly identify and 

focus on genuine need. That reliance upon income taxation conflicts with fostering self- reliance 

on the part of welfare recipients has already been adverted to.  What needs to be added is that the 

welfare burden would be reduced to the extent that (a) the land cost component of housing would 

be reduced; and (b) more affordable access to land and the forcing of land speculatively held 

vacant into productive use would increase the scope for productive enterprises to expand and for 

small entrepreneurs to establish themselves. 

          

35.  Residual welfare claimants would of course still require to be supported, which in practice 

would mean assistance in meeting their community charge liability (whether as landowners, 

lessees or tenants). In the case of the "asset-rich but income-poor", a charge on land can be wholly 

or partially deferred, as is common practice with local government rates, since the charge remains 

attached to the land and is not a charge upon persons. 

 

36.  In the first instance a gradual increase in land charges raised via local government rates could 

be accompanied by a commensurate reduction in the Commonwealth's transfer payments to local 

government raised via income tax. The process would have to be gradual. Private appropriation of 

land value increases has been taken for granted and institutionalised. Recouping for the 

community the annual rental value would reduce the capitalised price of a parcel of land and thus 

its value to its owner as personal security. Recouping the whole of the annual rental value would 

reduce the price to zero. In the long term the benefits would be immeasurable; access to land and 

possession of it thereafter would require only the payment of the annually assessed rental or 

community charge. No one except would-be land speculators would be disadvantaged. In the short 

term, however, the impact would be unconscionable unless it were ameliorated by compensating 

recent purchasers and those property owners who would not benefit commensurately from a 

simultaneous elimination of income tax (the asset- rich but income-poor). 

 

37.  No substantial taxation reform of course will be painless. While it is argued that what has 

been outlined in the preceding pages is the only way all the enumerated present deficiencies can 

be ameliorated, the need to identify and provide for the necessary transitional adjustments is 

acknowledged. In the first instance, therefore, this submission urges a commitment in principle to 

staged implementation.           

 

38.  While implementation in Australia and other western societies would need to be staged over 

time, commitment in principle would provide free market economics with a universally applicable 

moral base which is currently lacking. It would temper the widespread impression among the 

peoples of eastern Europe and the third world that self-interest and greed are the primary 

motivations of the western economic model they are being urged to embrace. Closer  
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to home, recognition and reaffirmation of  the fact that land is a finite natural resource, the  

ultimate ownership of which resides in the community, would clearly be an enormously 

significant contribution towards reconciliation with Aboriginal Australia. 

     

An opportune time 

 

39.  The challenge of fundamentally changing a long-ingrained mindset is not under-rated.         

Yet the time, it is submitted, is peculiarly opportune. The approach of the new millennium is 

inspiring a reassessment of the symbols of Australian nationhood and the century-old 

constitutional arrangements forged by negotiation and compromise in a colonial past. 

Paradoxically it is an opportunity to abolish land speculation and achieve at last one of the more 

enduring ambitions of the architects of Australian federation. 
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This submission draws upon research undertaken by the Land Values Research Group, Melbourne, and upon the 

report of the Committee of Inquiry into Valuation and Rating (Volume 1, 1989, Brisbane City Council). 

Amplification of the material in this submission will be found in "LAND: the elusive quest for social justice, 

taxation reform and a sustainable planetary environment" (Day, PD, Australian Academic Press, Brisbane, 

1995, obtainable from bookstores or from the author, 3/24 Croydon Street. Toowong Qld 4066; 07 3870 3562) 



Total annual value of Australia's lands (col.G), amount collected by Governments (col. F), and potential to replace other taxes (col. E) 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N

year 1.   capital growth in 2. capital- privatised 3.  land 4.  total 5. 6.  total land rent land % rent privatised rent

ended value of land land isation land rents 'rent' land 'rents' national taxation compared rent in captured rent as % captured

30 June at beginning values rate  ($m) captured ($m) income at all levels to taxation nat. income for govt. of nat. inc. as % tax

of year  ($m) ([B2-B1]/B1) (yield) (B x D) ($m) (E + F) ($m) ($m) (G/I) (G/H) (F/G) (E/H) (F/I)

1984 $229,800 4.3% 8.0% $18,384 $3,925 $22,309 $161,251 $56,544 39.5% 13.8% 17.6% 11.4% 6.9%

1985 $269,580 17.3% 7.5% $20,219 $4,329 $24,548 $178,077 $66,272 37.0% 13.8% 17.6% 11.4% 6.5%

1986 $307,133 13.9% 7.5% $23,035 $4,749 $27,784 $195,312 $73,544 37.8% 14.2% 17.1% 11.8% 6.5%

1987 $332,322 8.2% 8.0% $26,586 $5,200 $31,786 $212,736 $83,024 38.3% 14.9% 16.4% 12.5% 6.3%

1988 $390,207 17.4% 8.0% $31,217 $5,734 $36,951 $241,395 $94,476 39.1% 15.3% 15.5% 12.9% 6.1%

1989 $518,684 32.9% 7.5% $38,901 $6,324 $45,225 $274,099 $106,009 42.7% 16.5% 14.0% 14.2% 6.0%

1990 $595,794 14.9% 7.0% $41,706 $7,071 $48,777 $296,675 $115,201 42.3% 16.4% 14.5% 14.1% 6.1%

1991 $586,388 -1.6% 8.5% $49,843 $8,019 $57,862 $302,757 $118,990 48.6% 19.1% 13.9% 16.5% 6.7%

1992 $606,466 3.4% 9.0% $54,582 $8,503 $63,085 $311,179 $114,796 55.0% 20.3% 13.5% 17.5% 7.4%

1993 $605,277 -0.2% 8.5% $51,449 $8,808 $60,257 $327,859 $117,887 51.1% 18.4% 14.6% 15.7% 7.5%

1994 $625,721 3.4% 8.3% $51,935 $8,968 $60,903 $349,641 $125,259 48.6% 17.4% 14.7% 14.9% 7.2%

1995 $660,410 0.7% 8.1% $53,493 $9,147 $62,640 $373,110 $138,494 45.2% 16.8% 14.6% 14.3% 6.6%

1996 $695,100 0.8% 8.0% $55,608 $9,404 $65,012 $400,000 $151,267 43.0% 16.3% 14.5% 13.9% 6.2%

 7.  

1.  Based upon Commonwealth Grants Commission 'General Revenue Grant Relativities' Updates (1995 & 1997)  - Land Valuation Consultant's Report

2.  Derived from sampling and weighting of returns on Australian residential, commercial and industrial real estate

3.  Recurrent taxes on immovable property [Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Catalogue 5506.0 1995-96], plus estimated water and sewerage rates

4.  Land rent here excludes other natural resource rents (mineral royalties, petrol taxes, airwave licence fees, etc. )

5.  National  Accounts - Australia

6.  Taxation Revenue - Australia 1995-96 (ABS Catalogue No. 5506.0)

7.  National income figure for the 1996 financial year is estimated only 

- Land Values Research Group 1997
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